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                The competition will have two categories: 
Category A - Young French-horn players aged 16 to 26 
Category B - Young French-horn players under 15 

 All pupils of ‘the French-horn week 2017’ who would like to compete will have free inscription, all other applicants will 
have to pay 60 Euros admission fee.  
The competition will be held July 21th and 22th in the Unión Musical de Benaguasil theatre. Category A will consist of an 
elimination phase and a final phase. The elimination phase will be on July 21th at 18 pm. The final phase will be on July 22th at 
18 pm. Category B will have on phase which will be on July 22th at 11 am. In both categories the originality of the cadenzas will be 
taken in account. 

Pieces proposed by the organizers 

 •Category A 
    Elimination phase      Piece for French-horn solo 

    Final phase Concerto 4 KV. 495 W.A. Mozart (1st movement with cadenza) 

•Category B               
   Concerto 3 KV. 447 W.A. Mozart (1st movement with  cadenza) 

* Participants not showing up on time will automatically be excluded from the competition. 

* All phases will be recorded on CD and at participants disposal. 

* The organizers will have a piano accompanist at participants disposal.

6th international French horn competition 2017 ”Vicente Zarzo” 



Awards category A 

First prize

- assistance diploma 
- horn ‘Consolat de Mar’ 
- Scholarship for next year’s ‘French-horn week 2018 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover 
Secon prize

- assistance diploma 
- French horn study books by Vicente Zarzo (piles edition) 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover 
Third prize

- assistance diploma 
- Vicente Zarzo discography 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover


Awards category B 

First prize

- assistance diploma 
- horn ‘Consolat de Mar’ 
- Scholarship for next year’s ‘French-horn week 2018 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover

Secon prize

- assistance diploma 
- French horn study books by Vicente Zarzo (piles edition) 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover 
Third prize

- assistance diploma 
- Vicente Zarzo discography 
- ‘Avant Música’ mute cover 

Jury 

Will be assigned by the organizers and will normally be the teachers of the French horn week 2017. Once the competitors will have 
played, the jury will decide who the award winners are. It is possible to decide that category has no award winner. The decision of the 
jury will be final. The jury could stop musicians before finishing their performance. The organizers contact applicants in the time to 
inform who the members of the jury will be. 


